Evaluating a surrogate endpoint at three levels, with application to vaccine development
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SUMMARY

Identification of an immune response to vaccination that reliably predicts protection from clinically significant infection, i.e. an immunological surrogate endpoint, is a primary goal of vaccine research. Using this problem of evaluating an immunological surrogate as an illustration, we describe a hierarchy of three criteria for a valid surrogate endpoint and statistical analysis frameworks for evaluating them. Based on a placebo-controlled vaccine efficacy trial, the first level entails assessing the correlation of an immune response with a study endpoint in the study groups, and the second level entails evaluating an immune response as a surrogate for the study endpoint that can be used for predicting vaccine efficacy for a setting similar to that of the vaccine trial. We show that baseline covariates, innovative study design, and a potential outcomes formulation can be helpful for this assessment. The third level entails validation of a surrogate endpoint via meta-analysis, where the goal is to evaluate how well the immune response can be used to predict vaccine efficacy for new settings (building bridges). A simulated vaccine trial and two example vaccine trials are presented, one supporting that certain anti-influenza antibody levels are an excellent surrogate for influenza illness and another supporting that certain anti-HIV antibody levels are not useful as a surrogate for HIV infection. Copyright © 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Identification of a vaccine-induced immune response that predicts whether vaccine recipients will be protected from disease with a pathogen (i.e. an ‘immune correlate’) is a primary goal of vaccine research [1–3]. Owing to resource limitations, large clinical trials that provide direct estimates
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of vaccine efficacy can be done only over a limited spectrum of settings (geographic regions, genetics of human populations and pathogen populations, vaccine formulations, etc.). Therefore, the availability of an immune correlate would allow prediction of vaccine efficacy for new settings where direct data on vaccine efficacy are not available.

Despite the long history of searching for immune correlates and the consensus on the importance of finding them (e.g. it is one of the 14 ‘Grand Challenges of Global Health’ of the NIH and Gates Foundation), there is only a small statistical literature for their evaluation [4–6]. Furthermore, three different conceptual definitions of immune correlates have been implicitly used, which has led to confusion about what exactly is assessable in vaccine trials. The three definitions of immune correlate form a hierarchy in the amount of information that is needed to evaluate them and in the strength of empirical validation for forming a basis for reliably predicting vaccine efficacy in new settings. The extensive statistical literature on the evaluation of surrogate endpoints suggests ways to evaluate the three kinds of immune correlates (reviewed in [7]), and in a companion clinical paper we summarized an approach for ‘technology transfer’ of some of these methods to evaluating the three kinds of immune correlates [8]. This article describes in greater statistical detail our approach to applying certain surrogate endpoint evaluation methods to the assessment of immune correlates and expands on new methodology for evaluating a level 1 surrogate endpoint.

2. THREE TIERS OF AN IMMUNOLOGICAL SURROGATE ENDPOINT

For concreteness we assume a randomized placebo-controlled vaccine efficacy trial, with the immune response of interest \( S \) measured at fixed time \( t_0 \) after randomization. Let \( Y \) be the study endpoint (e.g. clinically significant disease) and \( Z \) be the vaccination status (\( Z = 1 \), vaccine; \( Z = 0 \), placebo).

Table I defines the three kinds of immune correlates, which we refer to as a correlate of risk (CoR), a surrogate of protection (SoP) at validation level 1, and a SoP at validation level 2. Level 1 validation entails evaluating the reliability of the biomarker for predicting vaccine efficacy for the same setting as the trial, while the higher level 2 validation evaluates reliability for predicting vaccine efficacy across different settings (building bridges).

2.1. Correlate of risk (CoR)

A CoR is simply an immune response that is correlated with the rate or level of a study endpoint that is relevant to pathogen-specific disease (i.e. \( S \) is a CoR if it correlates with \( Y \)). A CoR can be assessed in epidemiological studies or in preventive vaccine efficacy or proof-of-concept trials. In efficacy and proof-of-concept trials, interest centers on assessing CoRs for the primary study endpoint within each randomized study group. Examples of primary endpoints in vaccine trials are (i) acute hepatitis illness with detection of positive hepatitis B surface antigens [9]; (ii) severe diarrheal illness with rotavirus [10] or Vibrio cholerae [11] isolated in stool; and (iii) cervical infection with type 16 or 18 human papillomavirus [12]. Although identifying CoRs for true clinical endpoints may be of greatest interest, it is also sometimes of interest to identify CoRs for biomarker study endpoints; for example, an objective of current vaccine efficacy trials of a T cell-based HIV vaccine is the evaluation of potential CoRs for set-point viral load [13].

Substantial variability of an immunological measurement among sampled individuals is necessary to evaluate the measurement as a CoR. We distinguish two types of putative CoRs, those that vary in both the vaccine and placebo arms of the trial, and those that have no or very limited
Table I. Definitions of three levels of an immunological correlate of protection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Framework for assessment</th>
<th>Analytic method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CoR (Correlate of risk)</td>
<td>An immunological measurement $S$ that correlates with the study endpoint $Y$ measuring vaccine efficacy in a defined population</td>
<td>Vaccine trial (efficacy or proof of concept) or epidemiological study</td>
<td>Regression models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 1 (specific) SoP (Surrogate of protection for the same setting)</td>
<td>An immunological measurement that is a CoR within a defined population of vaccine recipients and satisfies either:</td>
<td>Single large efficacy trial</td>
<td>Statistical surrogate framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SoP$^S$ (Statistical surrogate of protection for the same setting)</td>
<td>The relationship between the immunological measurement $S$ and endpoint $Y$ is the same in the vaccine and placebo groups $(Y</td>
<td>S=s, Z=1=d Y</td>
<td>S=s, Z=0$ for all $s)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SoP$^P$ (Principal surrogate of protection for the same setting)</td>
<td>The immune response $S$ satisfies average causal necessity and average causal sufficiency defined in Section 2.2</td>
<td>Multiple trials (efficacy or proof of concept) and/or post-licensure studies</td>
<td>Meta-analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2 (general) SoP (Surrogate of protection for new setting)</td>
<td>An immunological measurement that is predictive of vaccine efficacy in different settings (e.g. across human populations, viral populations, vaccine formulations)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

variability in the placebo arm. If many of the trial participants have been infected with the pathogen under investigation prior to enrolling into the trial (as for influenza vaccine trials), then the former case likely prevails. However, if trial participants have never been infected with the pathogen (as in HIV and human papillomavirus vaccine trials), then most or all placebo recipients will have no immune response, because the immune response is pathogen specific. If there is variability of the immune response in the placebo arm, then a potentially useful measure of the strength of CoR is the adjusted association [14], which measures the correlation between the biomarker and the clinical endpoint, adjusting for vaccination status. If there is no variability of $S$ in the placebo arm, then standard measures of correlation within the vaccine arm can be used, such as the relative risk or parameters that account for the distribution of the biomarker in the population [15]. The type of immunological biomarker influences the pros and cons of the frameworks considered below for evaluating SoPs.

Identifying biomarkers as CoRs is a ubiquitous objective in epidemiological studies and clinical trials for many diseases, and for many surrogate evaluation methods the first step is to evaluate a biomarker as a CoR. Discovering that a biomarker is a CoR may raise the hypothesis that it has some value as a surrogate endpoint.

2.2. Level 1 SoP

An SoP is a CoR such that contrasts in the immune response in the vaccine and placebo groups of an efficacy trial reliably predict the level of vaccine efficacy against a study endpoint. Level 1 or 2 refers to what can be reliably predicted—level 1 refers to reliable prediction for the same setting.
as studied in the efficacy trial, while level 2 refers to reliable prediction across different settings. As emphasized in the statistical literature, there are a number of ways in which a CoR can fail to be a level 1 SoP; for example, if the vaccine impacts the study endpoint through a mechanism that does not involve the CoR [16–18].

Two main frameworks have been employed in the statistical literature for evaluating a level 1 surrogate endpoint based on one large clinical trial, which directly apply for evaluating a level 1 SoP. The first approach evaluates whether the CoR approximately satisfies the Prentice [19] definition of a surrogate endpoint; a variety of criteria have been used to evaluate consistency with the Prentice definition. These methods base the assessment on the statistical associations observable in the trial, and hence we refer to this type of SoP as a statistical SoP. The main criterion of several methods taking this approach is that the observed vaccine efficacy is ‘completely explained’ in a statistical model by the immunological measurements, or in other words, the effect of the vaccine on the study endpoint is fully mediated through the biomarker.

A second approach for assessing a level 1 SoP, still in its early development, is based on the potential outcomes framework of causal inference [20, 21]. Within this framework, proposed by Frangakis and Rubin [22] with related ideas found in Robins [23], each trial participant has a potential immune response $S_i(Z)$ if assigned vaccine $(Z=1)$ and if assigned placebo $(Z=0)$ as well as potential study endpoints $Y_i(Z)$, for $Z=0, 1$. Furthermore, let $V_i(Z)$ be the potential indicator of whether the $i$th subject has not yet had the endpoint $Y_i(Z)=1$ by the time $t_0$ that the immune response is measured. For subjects in arm $Z$, $S=S(Z)$ and $Y=Y(Z)$ are observed, whereas $S(1-Z)$ and $Y(1-Z)$ are counterfactuals. With this notation we have implicitly assumed the following.

A1: Stable Unit Treatment Values (SUTVA) [24]. SUTVA implies that for each subject $i$ the potential outcomes $(S_i(1), S_i(0), Y_i(1), Y_i(0))$ are unaffected by the treatment assignments $Z_j$ of other subjects. We also assume the following throughout.

A2: Ignorable treatment assignments. This states that the $(V_i(1), V_i(0), S_i(1), S_i(0), Y_i(1), Y_i(0))$ are independent of the treatment assignment $Z_i$. A2 holds in randomized and placebo-controlled trials with integrity of randomization and blinding. Note that in the absence of measurement error in the immunological assay, $S_i(1)\geq S_i(0)$ will often hold.

The causal vaccine efficacy to prevent disease $Y=1$ can be defined as [25, 26]

$$\text{VE} \equiv 1 - \frac{\Pr(Y(1)=1)}{\Pr(Y(0)=1)}$$

Under A1 and A2, $\text{VE} = 1 - \Pr(Y=1|Z=1)/\Pr(Y=1|Z=0)$, identifying VE from the observed data. A causal estimand for measuring the surrogate value of a biomarker can be defined similar to VE by conditioning on the joint potential outcomes $(S(1), S(0))$, as we now describe.

Frangakis and Rubin [22] gave a definition of a principal surrogate endpoint, and Gilbert and Hudgens [27] suggested a modified definition that we employ here. For fixed levels $s_1$ of $S(1)$ and $s_0$ of $S(0)$, define

$$\text{risk}_{(1)}(s_1, s_0) \equiv \Pr(Y(1)=1|V(1)=1, V(0)=1, S(1)=s_1, S(0)=s_0)$$

and

$$\text{risk}_{(0)}(s_1, s_0) \equiv \Pr(Y(0)=1|V(1)=1, V(0)=1, S(1)=s_1, S(0)=s_0)$$

These risks condition on $V(1)=V(0)=1$ because the potential immune responses $S(1)$ and $S(0)$ are both defined only in this subpopulation. A contrast in $\text{risk}_{(1)}(s_1, s_0)$ and $\text{risk}_{(0)}(s_1, s_0)$ measures
EVALUATING A SURROGATE ENDPOINT

A population level or average causal effect on \( Y \) for subjects with \( \{V_i(1) = V_i(0) = 1, S_i(1) = s_1, S_i(0) = s_0\} \). In particular, we consider the causal estimand

\[
\text{VE}(s_1, s_0) = 1 - \frac{\text{risk}(1)(s_1, s_0)}{\text{risk}(0)(s_1, s_0)}
\]

If the immune response \( S \) is measured near baseline, then VE is related to \( \text{VE}(s_1, s_0) \) as follows:

\[
\text{VE} = 1 - \frac{\Pr(Y(1) = 1)}{\Pr(Y(0) = 1)} \\
\approx 1 - \frac{\Pr(Y(1) = 1|V(1) = V(0) = 1)}{\Pr(Y(0) = 1|V(1) = V(0) = 1)} \\
= 1 - \frac{E[\text{risk}(1)(S(1), S(0))] - \text{risk}(0)(S(1), S(0))}{\text{risk}(0)(S(1), S(0))}
\]

where the expectations are with respect to the joint distribution of \((S(1), S(0))\). Henceforth, all probabilities involving \((S(1), S(0))\) are implicitly assumed to condition on \( V(1) = V(0) = 1 \).

Gilbert and Hudgens [27] defined a principal surrogate (i.e. a principal SoP) as a biomarker satisfying the following two conditions:

Average causal necessity: \( \text{VE}(s_1, s_0) = 0 \) if \( s_1 = s_0 \).

Average causal sufficiency: \( \text{VE}(s_1, s_0) > 0 \) for all \( s_1 > C \geq s_0 \).

Average causal necessity states that a positive vaccine effect on the immune response is necessary for protection while average causal sufficiency states that a large enough vaccine effect on the immune response is sufficient for protection. A reviewer helpfully pointed out that the choice of constants \( 0 \) and \( C \geq s_0 \) for defining necessity and sufficiency depends on a subtle assumption about the meaning of \( S(1) \) and \( S(0) \). To explain this, note that \( S(1) \) and \( S(0) \) are measured using the identical assay and target antigen, but \( S(0) \) measures the pre-existing/natural immune response whereas \( S(1) \) measures this immune response inseparably combined with any immune response generated by the vaccine. Thus, for example, \( S(1) \) may measure ‘fresh’ antibodies newly generated by the vaccine, whereas \( S(0) \) measures older pre-existing antibodies. Consequently, even if the immune response is fully mechanistically causative of protection, \( \text{VE}(s_1, s_1) \) may exceed zero (and hence average causal necessity fails) because ‘fresher’ vaccine-induced memory B cells proliferate better than older memory B cells. In this case, the average causal necessity criterion may be misleading, and the surrogate evaluation could instead be based on the whole surface \( \text{VE}(s_1, s_0) \). Indeed, in the presence of the subtle interpretation of \((S(1), S(0))\), the extent to which \( \text{VE}(s_1, s_0) \) increases with \( s_1 - s_0 \) should generally provide meaningful quantification of surrogate value.

While we do not require it in the definition, often a good surrogate will satisfy the condition that vaccine protection does not get worse with greater vaccine effects on the immune response:

Monotone VE: \( \text{VE}(s_1, s_0) \) is monotone nondecreasing in \( s_1 - s_0 \).

While it may be useful to check the three properties given above, we stress that it is most useful to examine the whole surface \( \text{VE}(s_1, s_0) \) to provide full information on the predictive value of a biomarker as a surrogate endpoint. To reinforce the importance of this, consider that average causal necessity and sufficiency may hold yet \( \text{VE}(s_1, s_0) < 0 \) for \( s_0 < s_1 \leq C \). This scenario is plausible for various pathogens due to the theoretical possibility that low levels of immune response enhance disease while high levels protect; respiratory syncytial virus and dengue illustrate this potential
phenomenon [28, 29]. Estimating the whole surface $VE(s_1, s_0)$ would provide a way to discover this phenomenon, whereas only checking necessity and sufficiency could not identify it.

For the case that $S$ does not vary in the placebo arm (such that $S_i(0) = c$ for all $i$, with $c = 0$ without loss of generality), the causal estimand is a curve $VE(s_1, 0)$. This curve at $s_1$ has interpretation as the per cent reduction in risk for a vaccinated subpopulation with immune response $s_1$ compared with if it had not been vaccinated. The more the curve $VE(s_1, 0)$ increases in $s_1$ the greater the capacity of the biomarker to predict vaccine efficacy; thus, even if average causal necessity and sufficiency fail, a CoR may still be useful as an SoP if the curve substantially increases in $s_1$.

For the general case that $S$ may vary in the placebo arm, a marginal causal estimand of interest is

$$mVE(s_1) = 1 - \frac{\text{risk}_k(s_1)}{\text{risk}_k(s_0)} \tag{2}$$

where $\text{risk}_k(Z)(s_1) = \Pr(Y(Z) = 1 | V(1) = 1, S(1) = s_1) = E[\text{risk}_k(Z)(s_1, S(0)) | V(1) = 1, S(1) = s_1]$, for $Z = 0, 1$. In this case the risks under each vaccination assignment average over the conditional cdf of $S(0)$ given $S(1) = s_1$. The estimand $mVE(s_1)$ is causal because the two risks involved condition on the union of basic principal strata, $\bigcup_{s_0} \{S(1) = s_1, S(0) = s_0\}$. Value of the biomarker to predict vaccine efficacy is indicated by $mVE(s_1)$ increasing in $s_1$. In the case that $S_i(0)$ is constant at zero, the marginal estimand (obviously) collapses to the joint estimand: $mVE(s_1) = VE(s_1, 0)$.

### 2.2.1. More on the interpretation of the two estimands $VE(s_1, s_0)$ and $mVE(s_1)$

The estimand $VE(s_1, s_0)$ has a clear interpretation for measuring surrogate value, capturing the association between causal vaccine effects on the immune response and causal vaccine effects on the disease endpoint. However, this estimand is complicated by the fact that $(S(1), S(0))$ has an unobservable bivariate distribution, and $VE(s_1, s_0)$ is only meaningful/defined for points $(s_1, s_0)$ in the support of $(S(1), S(0))$. Therefore, knowledge and/or assumptions about the joint distribution of $(S(1), S(0))$ are needed for determining the region over which $VE(s_1, s_0)$ is estimated. With $[l_1, u_1]$ the range of observed $S$’s for $Z = 1$ subjects and $[l_0, u_0]$ the range of observed $S$’s for $Z = 0$ subjects, for some applications it will be reasonable to restrict consideration to the region

$$\{(s_1, s_0) : s_1 \in [l_1, u_1], s_0 \in [l_0, u_0], s_1 \geq s_0\}$$

In contrast, the causal estimand $mVE(s_1)$ is simpler, only having one argument, but because it does not condition on both $S(1)$ and $S(0)$, in general it does not reflect the relationship between causal biomarker effects and causal clinical effects. Therefore, in general, $mVE(s_1)$ does not measure principal surrogate value. Under A1 and A2, $mVE(s_1)$ has interpretation as the per cent reduction in risk for a vaccinated subpopulation with immune response $s_1$ compared with if it had not been vaccinated. As such this marginal estimand may be used for predicting the level of causal vaccine efficacy for vaccinated groups with different immunogenicity levels, and the comparison of $mVE(s_1)$ and $mVE(s'_1)$ for $s_1 \neq s'_1$ quantifies the difference in protection that is expected given different immune response levels. Furthermore, for placebo-controlled trials for which $S_i(0)$ has much less variability than $S_i(1)$, $s_1 > s'_1$ for $S(1)$ approximately corresponds to a $s_1 - s'_1$ greater causal vaccine effect on the immune response. In this case $mVE(s_1)$ approximately measures principal surrogate value, with interpretation similar to $VE(s_1, s_0)$. 

---

2.3. Evaluation of a statistical SoP

There are major challenges for assessing level 1 SoPs within either the statistical or principal surrogate frameworks, as we now address in turn.

It is well known that statistical SoPs are difficult to validate [16–19, 30, 31], with a reasonably precise direct validation requiring a very large efficacy trial, usually much larger than typical Phase 3 trials conducted in practice. Furthermore, a larger sample size is needed to quantitate the surrogate value of a partially predictive level 1 SoP than for identifying a nearly ‘perfect’ level 1 surrogate. An approach to evaluating a level 1 statistical SoP can be broken down into two requirements: First, that the biomarker is a ‘strong’ CoR in each of the vaccine and placebo arms, and second, after controlling for the biomarker in a regression model, vaccination status does not predict the study endpoint. These criteria can only be evaluated directly if the immune responses vary in the placebo arm, because otherwise it is not possible to evaluate the biomarker as a CoR in the placebo arm, and it is conceptually challenging to check the second ‘full mediation’ condition.

As pointed out by Frangakis and Rubin [22], a drawback of the statistical surrogate framework is that checking the full mediation condition entails checking equality of the observed risks of \( Y=1 \) for vaccine versus placebo recipients with the same observed biomarker value \( S=s \). Because the immune response is measured after randomization, this comparison is susceptible to post-randomization selection bias. Such comparator groups may differ in their host genetics or other factors, so that observed differences cannot be attributed to vaccine assignment. For example, in a controlled experiment someone who has \( S=3 \) without vaccination may have more exposures and/or a weaker immune system than someone with no prior exposure who achieves \( S=3 \) following vaccination. The implication is that a perfectly validated statistical SoP could potentially provide inaccurate predictions of vaccine efficacy, and vice versa, a biomarker with departures from the statistical SoP criteria could be a good predictor. To address this limitation, Frangakis and Rubin [22] proposed an alternative principal surrogate framework for evaluating surrogates, for which the estimand is a causal effect (e.g. the \( VE(s_1, s_0) \) estimand defined at (1), as addressed further below).

2.3.1. Correcting for selection bias in the statistical SoP definition through baseline covariates. Based on the above discussion, an estimand that could be used for assessing a validated CoR as a statistical surrogate is

\[
VE^S(s) = 1 - \frac{Pr(Y=1|S=s, Z=1)}{Pr(Y=1|S=s, Z=0)}
\]

where \( VE^S(s) = 0 \) for all fixed \( s \) indicates a statistical surrogate. Incorporating sufficient baseline covariates can make this net effect estimand equal to the causal effect estimand \( VE(s_1, s_0) \). With \( Pr(Y(1)=1|S(1)=s, x) \) the probability of \( Y(1) = 1 \) conditional on \( S(1) = s \) and baseline covariates \( x \), the needed assumption (plus A1–A2) is as follows.

**Assumption B1**

For all fixed \( s \), the risk ratio \( \text{risk}_{(1)}(s,s,x)/\text{risk}_{(0)}(s,s,x) \equiv Pr(Y(1)=1|S(1)=s, S(0)=s, x)/Pr(Y(0)=1|S(1)=s, S(0)=s, x) \) equals \( Pr(Y(1)=1|S(1)=s, x)/Pr(Y(0)=1|S(0)=s, x) \).

Under A1 and A2, assumption B1 is equivalent to \( VE^S(s,x) = VE(s,s,x) \equiv 1 - \text{risk}_{(1)}(s,s,x)/\text{risk}_{(0)}(s,s,x) \), such that after controlling for \( X \) the vaccine and placebo groups with observed \( S=s \) have the same distribution of risk factors for \( Y \), and differences in risk between \( \{S=s, Z=1, X=x\} \)
and \( S = s, Z = 0, X = x \) are attributable to assignment to vaccine. Although B1 is untestable, it may be plausible in trials for which there is an excellent understanding of the biology of the pathogen and tested vaccine, and the risk factor covariates \( X \) are judiciously selected and collected.

2.4. Evaluation of a principal SoP

Before describing approaches to evaluating a level 1 principal SoP, we compare the interpretations of principal and statistical surrogates with a simple example. Consider a placebo-controlled vaccine trial where \( Y \) is infection and \( S \) is binary, taking values positive or negative immune response (vaccine ‘take’ or not). We suppose \( S_i(0) = 0 \) for all \( i \). The top half of Table II presents a perfect principal surrogate, wherein subjects in the ‘not take’ principal stratum have a 30 per cent chance of

| Principal stratum (PS) | Fraction in PS | \( \text{Pr}(Y(1) = 1 | S(1), S(0)) \) | \( \text{Pr}(Y(0) = 1 | S(1), S(0)) \) |
|-----------------------|----------------|--------------------------------|--------------------------------|
| Vaccine not take \( (0, 0) \) | \( \frac{1}{5} \) | 0.3 | 0.3 |
| Vaccine take \( (1, 0) \) | \( \frac{2}{3} \) | 0.0 | 0.15 |

**Observable data: infection rates (proportion of volunteers)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( S )</th>
<th>( Z = 1 )</th>
<th>( Z = 0 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.3 ( (\frac{1}{5}) )</td>
<td>0.2 ( (1) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0 ( (\frac{2}{3}) )</td>
<td>— ( (0) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( ^* \text{VE} = 1 - [(\frac{1}{5}) \times 0.3 + (\frac{2}{3}) \times 0.0] / [(\frac{1}{5}) \times 0.3 + (\frac{2}{3}) \times 0.15] = 0.5; \text{Pr}(Y = 1 | S = 0, Z = 1) = (1) \times 0.3 = 0.3; \text{Pr}(Y = 1 | S = 0, Z = 0) = (\frac{1}{5}) \times 0.3 + (\frac{2}{3}) \times 0.15 = 0.2; \text{VE}(0, 0) = 1 - 0.3 / 0.3 = 0.0; \text{VE}(1, 0) = 1 - 0.0 / 0.15 = 1.0. \)

The bottom half of Table II presents a perfect statistical surrogate, wherein subjects in the ‘take’ principal stratum have a 30 per cent chance of

| Principal stratum (PS) | Fraction in PS | \( \text{Pr}(Y(1) = 1 | S(1), S(0)) \) | \( \text{Pr}(Y(0) = 1 | S(1), S(0)) \) |
|-----------------------|----------------|--------------------------------|--------------------------------|
| Vaccine not take \( (0, 0) \) | \( \frac{1}{5} \) | 0.2 | 0.4 |
| Vaccine take \( (1, 0) \) | \( \frac{2}{3} \) | 0.05 | 1 |

**Observable data: infection rates (proportion of volunteers)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( S )</th>
<th>( Z = 1 )</th>
<th>( Z = 0 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.2 ( (\frac{1}{5}) )</td>
<td>0.2 ( (1) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.05 ( (\frac{2}{3}) )</td>
<td>— ( (0) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( ^\dagger \text{VE} = 1 - [(\frac{1}{5}) \times 0.2 + (\frac{2}{3}) \times 0.05] / [(\frac{1}{5}) \times 0.4 + (\frac{2}{3}) \times 0.1] = 0.5; \text{Pr}(Y = 1 | S = 0, Z = 1) = (1) \times 0.2 = 0.2; \text{Pr}(Y = 1 | S = 0, Z = 0) = (\frac{1}{5}) \times 0.4 + (\frac{2}{3}) \times 0.1 = 0.2; \text{VE}(0, 0) = 1 - 0.2 / 0.4 = 0.5; \text{VE}(1, 0) = 1 - 0.05 / 0.1 = 0.5. \)
becoming infected under either assignment vaccine or placebo (0 per cent protection), and subjects in the ‘take’ stratum have a 0 per cent chance of becoming infected under vaccine assignment and a 15 per cent chance under placebo assignment (100 per cent protection). Therefore, the vaccine effect on the immune response predicts perfectly whether a subject is protected, and there is a 15 per cent chance under placebo assignment (100 per cent protection). Thus, the definition of a statistical surrogate misses the predictive capacity of $S$ (a ‘false negative’). The bottom half of Table II presents a scenario where the vaccine efficacy is the same irrespective of the vaccine effect on the immune response yet is a statistical surrogate (a ‘false positive’).

The statistical surrogate definition fails in these cases because of the causal vaccine effect on $S$, with 67 per cent versus 0 per cent responders in the vaccine versus placebo arms, and the large amount of selection bias that is reflected in the net effect. This bias could arise because vaccine recipients who fail to mount an immune response have relatively weak immune systems, placing them at relatively high risk for infection.

While the principal SOP definition advantageously is based on causal effects, the relevant estimand $\text{VE}(s_1, s_0)$ is not identified under the standard assumptions A1 and A2, because we see either $(S_i(1), Y_i(1))$ or $(S_i(0), Y_i(0))$ but not both. The identifiability problem is partially ameliorated in the case that $S$ does not vary in the placebo group, because then $S_i(0)$ is known for all subjects, and only the $S_i(1)$’s for placebo subjects must be predicted to achieve identifiability. Similarly, prediction of the $S_i(1)$’s for placebo recipients will suffice to identify the marginal estimand $\text{mVE}(s_1)$ in the general case that $S_i(0)$ has arbitrary variability. We consider identifiability of $\text{VE}(s_1, 0) (= \text{mVE}(s_1))$.

2.4.1. Identifiability of $\text{VE}(s_1, 0)$ (Equivalently of $\text{mVE}(s_1)$). To identify $\text{VE}(s_1, 0)$, assumptions beyond A1 and A2 are needed. Gilbert and Hudgens [27] considered the following assumption.

$A3$: $V_i(1) = 1$ if and only if $V_i(0) = 1$, which states that any individual who did not experience the event $Y = 1$ by $t_0$ would also not have experienced it by $t_0$ had they received the opposite randomization assignment. Together A1–A3 identify $\text{risk}_{(s_1)}(s_1, 0)$ as $\text{Pr}(Y = 1 | S = s_1, Z = 1)$, which can be directly estimated in the CoR evaluation. A1–A3 do not identify the remaining piece of $\text{VE}(s_1, 0)$, $\text{risk}_{(0)}(s_1, 0)$, but do allow simplifying it to

$$\text{risk}_{(0)}(s_1, 0) = \text{Pr}(Y = 1 | S(1) = s_1, S(0) = 0, Z = 0)$$

We consider different assumptions, innovative study designs, and data collection techniques that can be used to identify $\text{risk}_{(0)}(s_1, 0)$ and hence $\text{VE}(s_1, 0)$.

2.4.2. Identifying $\text{VE}(s_1, 0)$ through baseline covariates. In observational studies, typically all known risk factors are included in the analysis, and causal effects of interest are identified under a no unmeasured confounders assumption, together with a correctly specified model of outcome or treatment conditional on observed covariates (see for example [32]). In an analogous way, incorporating comprehensive baseline prognostic factors for the study endpoint can identify $\text{risk}_{(s_1)}(s_1, 0, x) \equiv \text{Pr}(Y(0) = 1 | S(1) = s_1, S(0) = 0, x)$. In particular, assumption B2 defined as follows (in addition to A1–A3) implies that $\text{risk}_{(s_1)}(s_1, 0, x)$ is identified by $\text{Pr}(Y = 1 | Z = 0, x)$.

Assumption B2: $\text{Pr}(Y(0) = 1 | S(1) = s_1, S(0) = 0, x) = \text{Pr}(Y(0) = 1 | S(0) = 0, x)$. 

B2 states that within levels of $X$, $S(1)$ does not predict $Y(0)$. In other words, conditional on baseline covariates, knowledge of the immune response to vaccine would not help predict the clinical endpoint for placebo recipients.

A1–A3 plus B2 imply that a CoR will automatically have some value as a level 1 principal SoP (i.e. $\text{VE}(s_1,0)$ increases with $s_1$). This follows by noting that $\Pr(Y=1|S=s_1, Z=1, x)/\Pr(Y=1|S=s'_1, Z=1, x)$, which measures $S$ as a CoR in the vaccine arm, equals $[\text{risk}(s_1,0, x)/\text{risk}(0)(s_1,0, x)]/[\text{risk}(s'_1,0, x)/\text{risk}(0)(s'_1,0, x)]$, which measures $S$ as a principal SoP. This relationship can be expressed as

$$\frac{\Pr(Y=1|S=s_1, Z=1, x)}{\Pr(Y=1|S=s'_1, Z=1, x)} = \frac{1-\text{VE}(s_1,0, x)}{1-\text{VE}(s'_1,0, x)}$$

so that the relative risk of infection in the vaccine arm per 1-unit difference in $S(1)$ equals the ratio of one minus causal VE’s for a 1-unit difference in $S(1)$. Therefore, demonstrating a CoR will demonstrate a biomarker’s value as a principal SoP if sufficient risk factors are collected to justify B2. However, B2 is a (very) strong untestable assumption, and we are not aware of any examples where it is thought to hold. The requirement of such a bold presumption to make the first tier CoR assessment provide a direct inference about surrogacy reinforces the point that a correlate does not a surrogate make [17], and explicit SoP evaluations at levels 1 and 2 are necessary.

2.4.3. Identifying $\text{VE}(s_1,0)$ through baseline predictors and/or close-out placebo vaccination. Given an unwillingness to assume B2, one approach to identifying $\text{VE}(s_1,0)$ is to collect additional data that can be used to predict the $S(1)$‘s of placebo recipients. Follmann [33] introduced two approaches to predicting $S(1)$. The baseline irrelevant predictor (BIP) approach incorporates a baseline variable that is measured in both the vaccine and placebo groups that correlates with $S(1)$ and does not predict clinical risk (i.e. is ‘irrelevant’) after accounting for $S(1)$ and baseline covariates; and the closeout placebo vaccination approach vaccinates uninfected placebo recipients at the end of the trial, and measures their immune response $S(1)$ to vaccine. Statistical methods have been developed for making inferences on $\text{VE}(s_1,0)$ that use either or both of these approaches, or variant approaches that drop the irrelevancy condition, and simulation studies have demonstrated their use [27, 33, 34]. The ‘irrelevant’ condition is a strong assumption, as it implies there are no unmeasured ‘common causes’ of $S$ and $Y$ in the sense of [35]. This condition will be more plausible if baseline covariates known to predict $S$ and/or $Y$ are included in the surrogate evaluation.

3. EXAMPLES OF THE EVALUATION OF A CoR AND A LEVEL 1 SoP

3.1. 1998–2003 HIV vaccine efficacy trial

The first placebo-controlled HIV vaccine efficacy trial showed that the tested monomeric recombinant glycoprotein 120 vaccine did not protect against HIV infection [36]. However, levels of certain in vitro antibody measurements significantly inversely correlated with the hazard rate of HIV infection in the vaccine arm, i.e. were identified as CoRs of the primary study endpoint. This result was detected using a Cox model and a case-cohort sampling design, wherein antibody responses were measured for all infected vaccine recipients and for a 5 per cent simple random sample of uninfected vaccine recipients [37–39].
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Based on this result, questions were raised about whether vaccine recipients with higher antibody levels were more likely to be protected than vaccine recipients with lower antibody levels, or, in our parlance, whether the antibody levels have value as a level 1 SoP. Based on the data available in the trial alone, it is not possible to empirically evaluate an SoP. This is the case for a statistical SoP because almost all placebo recipients had no antibody response and for a principal SoP because there are insufficient knowledge and covariate data to warrant making assumption B2, and no information is available for predicting the immune response to vaccine $S(1)$ for placebo recipients. This illustrates the common situation, apparently under-recognized in the vaccine field, that a standard efficacy trial design only permits evaluation of the ‘mere correlation’ CoR level of an immunological correlate of protection.

However, biological knowledge and a follow-up study generated information supporting that the CoR had no value as an SoP. Specifically, 28 HIV pseudo-viruses were created from blood samples of 28 participants who acquired HIV infection during the vaccine trial (14 each from the vaccine and placebo groups), and the pre-infection sera of 85 randomly sampled vaccine recipients were evaluated for their ability to neutralize each of the 28 HIV pseudo-viruses. The vaccinee sera did not generate antibodies that significantly neutralized any of the HIV strains. Since vaccinologists know that induction of antibodies that neutralize the exposing virus are most likely necessary for protection, this follow-up study supports that the neutralizing antibody levels are not able to predict vaccine efficacy and therefore are not a level 1 SoP. This example illustrates the role of biological knowledge for evaluating an SoP; in this case it could not be evaluated from the available trial data alone.

3.2. 1942–1943 influenza vaccine efficacy trial

For our second example, a level 1 SoP can be evaluated because the immune response of interest has substantial variability in the placebo arm and there is a means for predicting missing immune responses $S(1)$ of placebo recipients. The published data are from a 1942–1943 influenza vaccine trial in which 1776 men were arranged alphabetically and inoculated alternately with placebo or a vaccine containing the three flu strains Weiss type A, PR8 type A, and Lee type B [40]. The primary endpoint was hospitalization with strain-specific influenza isolated in throat culture. We first evaluate the antibody titers for Weiss strain A and for PR8 strain A as potential CoRs for hospitalization with strain-specific influenza infection. Figure 1 shows distributions of the log$_2$ strain-specific antibody titers and Figure 2 shows the rates of strain-specific infection by antibody titer. Figure 2 suggests that both Weiss Strain A antibody titers and PR8 Strain A antibody titers are CoRs for infection in both study groups, with Weiss Strain A titers being a stronger CoR. Results from logistic regression models support these results (Table III).

Next we evaluate the strain-specific antibody titers as potential level 1 statistical SoPs. Based on incidence rates the estimated vaccine efficacy against hospitalization with Weiss strain A is $1 - 0.225/0.845 = 0.73$ (95 per cent CI 0.57–0.84) and against hospitalization with PR8 strain A is $1 - 0.225/0.822 = 0.73$ (95 per cent CI 0.55–0.83). To evaluate potential statistical SoPs, logistic regression models were fit with independent variables vaccination status and strain-specific antibody titer, and the observed and predicted strain-specific case incidences by antibody titer were plotted (Figure 2). For Weiss Strain A, vaccination status has a coefficient estimate near zero in the model after controlling for antibody titer (Table III), suggesting that the antibody titer mediates much of the vaccine effect on incidence. Figure 2 shows nearly identical incidence curves as a function of antibody titer in the vaccine and placebo groups, supporting that Weiss Strain A
antibody levels (nearly) completely explain the observed protection. Based on the model relating case incidence to Weiss strain A titers in the placebo group and the observed titer distribution in vaccinees, the predicted vaccine efficacy based on Weiss strain A titers is 0.82, close to the vaccine efficacy estimate computed ignoring the biomarker, 0.73. It is notable that this is one of the first examples of a biomarker that has been empirically validated to satisfy the Prentice criteria as a ‘perfect’ surrogate endpoint.
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Figure 2. Nonparametric and parametric (logistic regression model based) estimates of the incidence of hospitalization with Weiss Strain A (a) or PR8 Strain A (b) influenza infection for the placebo and vaccine study groups.

Table III. Logistic regression models of strain-specific log2-neutralizing antibody titers as a predictor of hospitalization with strain-specific influenza infection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strain</th>
<th>Intercept</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
<th>Log\textsubscript{2} antibody titer</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
<th>Vaccination status</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weiss Strain A</td>
<td>1.62 (0.45)</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>-0.98 (0.12)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>-0.33 (0.32)</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR8 Strain A</td>
<td>-1.27 (0.53)</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>-0.29 (0.13)</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>-0.89 (0.34)</td>
<td>0.0085</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In contrast, the analysis suggests that PR8 strain A titers only partially mediate the vaccine efficacy, as evidenced by the facts that vaccination status is significant in the logistic regression model that includes PR8 Strain A-specific antibody titer, and the case incidence curves are visibly different for the vaccine and placebo groups (Figure 2(b)). Furthermore, the predicted vaccine efficacy based on PR8 strain A titers is 0.33 compared with the estimate 0.73 computed ignoring the titers. Apparently, the vaccine protects against PR8 strain A through mechanisms that are not fully captured in the PR8 strain A neutralization assay.

To evaluate the strain-specific antibody titers as potential level 1 principal SoPs, we consider the data suggesting that pre-vaccination anti-flu antibody titers in adults are inversely correlated with post-vaccination titers [41–44]. For example, Gorse et al. [45] measured pre-vaccination and post-vaccination serum hemagglutination inhibition (HAI) antibody titers to influenza A virus from 400 adults and found a strong inverse correlation of the pre- and post-measurements. Unfortunately
these data are not available to us; if they were, a fitted regression model would be used to impute the missing titers $S(1)$ of placebo recipients.

Instead, we use the observed titers $S_i(0)$ of placebo recipients to impute the $S_i(1)$ values under an ‘anti-equipercentile’ or ‘inverse rank preserving’ assumption, wherein placebo subjects with lowest rank of $S_i(0)$ are assumed to have the highest rank of $S_i(1)$, placebo subjects with the second lowest rank of $S_i(0)$ are assumed to have the second highest rank of $S_i(1)$, and so on. The following table shows the distinct observed $S(1)$ and $S(0)$ values for the vaccine and placebo groups as well as the imputed $S(1)$ for each distinct observed $S(0)$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weiss Strain A</th>
<th>Observed $S_i(1)$</th>
<th>—</th>
<th>32</th>
<th>—</th>
<th>128</th>
<th>256</th>
<th>512</th>
<th>1024</th>
<th>2048</th>
<th>4096</th>
<th>8192</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Observed $S_i(0)$</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imputed $S_i(1)$</td>
<td>8192</td>
<td>4096</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>128/32*</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PR8 Strain A</th>
<th>Observed $S_i(1)$</th>
<th>—</th>
<th>—</th>
<th>64</th>
<th>128</th>
<th>256</th>
<th>512</th>
<th>1024</th>
<th>2048</th>
<th>—</th>
<th>—</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Observed $S_i(0)$</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imputed $S_i(1)$</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Placebo recipients with $S_i(0) = 1024$ were randomly assigned $S_i(1) = 128$ or 32 with chance one-half.

Based on the imputed data sets, for each influenza strain we estimated the marginal vaccine efficacy curve at each distinct observed $S_i(1)$ value $s_1$ by

$$\hat{mVE}(s_1) = 1 - \frac{\hat{Pr}(Y = 1|S = s_1, Z = 1)}{\hat{Pr}(Y = 1|\text{imputed } S(1) = s_1, Z = 0)}$$

where the probabilities in the numerator and denominator are estimated either nonparametrically (by empirical fractions) or by logistic regression. Figure 3 (top panel) displays the estimated curves $mVE(s_1)$, showing that for Weiss strain A titers the curve increases from 0 to 1 as titers rise, supporting the high value of the titers as a level 1 principal SoP. In contrast, the estimated $mVE(s_1)$ curve for PR8 strain A increases as $s_1$ increases but less steeply, suggesting that PR8 strain titers have partial value as a level 1 principal SoP. Because these results depend on the imputation model, a sensitivity analysis was performed in which an extreme opposite imputation model was used. Specifically, an equipercentile (i.e. rank preserving) assumption was made, which supposes that the ranks of the $S_i(0)$ values in placebo recipients are the same as the ranks of the $S_i(1)$ values. Under the equipercentile assumption the estimated $mVE(s_1)$ curve still increases considerably with $s_1$ for Weiss Strain A (Figure 3, bottom panel), supporting some robustness of the surrogate endpoint result.

We stress that the main value of this analysis is to illustrate the evaluation of a level 1 principal SoP, and the substantive result should be interpreted with caution. Both the anti-equipercentile and equipercentile assumptions are strong and unverifiable. Had the data on pre-vaccination titers been available, it would have been possible to estimate the bivariate distribution of $(S(1), S(0))$ in the vaccine arm, which would provide a more credible technique for evaluating $mVE(s_1)$. In future vaccine trials in populations with prior exposure to the pathogen under examination, it may be fruitful to incorporate such pre-vaccination titers into the level 1 SoP evaluation.
3.3. Design of the PAVE-100 HIV vaccine efficacy trial

The PAVE-100 HIV vaccine efficacy trial, sponsored by the U.S. National Institutes of Health, the U.S. Military HIV Research Program, the International AIDS Vaccine Initiative, and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, is currently being planned. In the current design 8500 HIV negative volunteers from the Americas, East Africa, and Southern Africa will be randomized to a prime-boost vaccine regimen (DNA prime:Adenovirus 5 vector boost) or placebo in a 1:1 allocation. The design is event driven with a planned total of 280 HIV infections. A secondary objective of the trial is to evaluate the magnitude of CD8+ T cell response levels, as measured by the ELISpot assay from blood samples drawn at the week 26 visit after randomization, as a CoR and as a level 1 principal SoP for HIV infection. In this section, we briefly consider how well the BIP, close-out placebo vaccination (CPV) and combined (BIP+CPV) augmented trial designs would be able to evaluate an SoP. We base this consideration on the discrete failure time method developed by Qin et al. [34] for evaluating a level 1 principal SoP. Simulations reported there verified that under A1–A3 and the BIP and/or CPV assumptions the method provided unbiased estimates of regression parameters measuring surrogate value, and Wald-confidence intervals about these parameters had correct coverage levels.

We conducted a small simulation study to match the PAVE-100 trial design. The total sample size is 4250 subjects in each of the vaccine and placebo arms, and we assume 50 per cent vaccine
efficacy, such that at the time of analysis there are an expected 187 placebo recipients and 94 vaccine recipients HIV infected. We suppose the ELISpot T cell response is measured in all infected vaccine recipients and a 25 per cent simple random sample of uninfected vaccine recipients. For the augmented designs with CPV, we suppose that 25 per cent of uninfected placebo recipients receive the AIDS vaccine at study close-out. For the BIP and BIP+CPV designs, we suppose that the titer of neutralizing antibodies to the Adenovirus 5 serotype vector that carries the HIV genes is measured from all trial participants, as is planned for the trial. This measurement is chosen as the BIP because it has been shown to inversely correlate with ELISpot response levels \[46\] and plausibly does not independently predict the rate of HIV infection.

The BIP (Adenovirus 5 titers) and ELISpot response \(S(1)\) were generated from a bivariate normal distribution with mean zero and variance 0.4 for each component (reflecting the variance

Figure 4. For data simulated to reflect the design of the PAVE-100 HIV vaccine efficacy trial, estimates of \(VE(s_1, 0) = mVE(s_1)\) under (a, b) the baseline irrelevant predictor design; (c) the close-out placebo vaccination design; and (d, e) the combined design. The solid line is the true \(mVE(s_1)\) curve, the dashed line is the empirical average estimate of \(mVE(s_1)\) over the 500 simulated data sets, and the dotted lines are 50 estimates from 50 simulated data sets. \(\rho = 0.5\) for (a), (d) and \(\rho = 0.9\) for (b), (e).
of the ELISpot assay) and correlation $\rho=0.5$ or $\rho=0.9$. Continuous failure times were generated from the Cox model $\lambda(t|Z, S(1))=\lambda_0(t)\exp[\beta_1 Z + \beta_2 S(1) + \beta_3 Z S(1)]$ and were binned into six equal-length time intervals to reflect a semi-annual schedule of testing for HIV infection. The true parameters were set at $\beta_2=-1.109$ and $\beta_3=-0.91$, reflecting a strongly predictive level 1 principal SoP with a 10-fold lower causal relative risk $RR(S(1))=1-VE(S(1))$ per 4 standard deviation higher immune response $S(1)$ (spanning the range of common immune responses). In addition, $\beta_1$ and the constant baseline hazard $\lambda_0(t)=\lambda_0$ were calibrated to give overall $VE=0.5$ and 187 expected infections in the placebo arm.

Based on 500 simulated vaccine trials, the BIP, CPV, and BIP+CPV augmented designs had estimated power 0.988, 0.198, and 0.992 for rejecting the null hypothesis $\beta_3=0$ of no surrogate value in the case of $\rho=0.5$, and power 0.996, 0.198, and 0.998 in the case of $\rho=0.9$. This demonstrates that the designs including a BIP that is at least 50 per cent correlated with $S(1)$ will provide high power to detect an excellent level 1 SoP, whereas CPV alone confers low power. Each panel of Figure 4 shows the true $VE(s_1, 0)$ curve, the average estimated curve over the simulated data sets, and estimated curves for 50 randomly sampled individual data sets. Follmann [33] and Gilbert and Hudgens [27] provide simulation results for a similar method that treats HIV infection as a binary endpoint, which more fully describe how fast power increases with $\rho$. It is of interest to perform additional simulations, wherein A3, the BIP condition, and/or the CPV assumption do not hold, to assess the resulting bias in parameter estimation.

4. LEVEL 2 SoP

In practice, usually the main utility of a surrogate endpoint is to predict clinical efficacy of a treatment for a new setting not studied in an efficacy trial. We refer to an immunological SoP that provides reliable predictions of vaccine efficacy for a new setting as a level 2 SoP. To illustrate the nature of a level 2 SoP, suppose an HIV vaccine efficacy trial is conducted in South Africa in men and women exposed to subtype C HIVs through heterosexual sex. HVTN 503 is evaluating Merck’s Adenovirus 5 vector vaccine in men and women exposed to subtype C HIVs through heterosexual sex. Suppose hypothetically the trial identifies beneficial $VE>0$ and an excellent level 1 SoP. A question of interest would then be whether measurements of this immune response in intravenous drug users that are exposed to subtype B HIVs through needle sharing in the urban United States reliably predict vaccine efficacy. In this complex example, the predictive bridge of interest spans different viral genetics, host genetics, cultural characteristics, and routes of exposure, and as such may be quite difficult to validate. A much ‘shorter bridge’ to evaluate would consider whether the level 1 SoP, applied to the same population as studied in the efficacy trial, reliably predicts vaccine efficacy of a product identical to the tested product except it is produced by a more efficient manufacturing process.

One approach to evaluating a level 2 SoP is meta-analysis of multiple efficacy and/or proof-of-concept trials [31, 47, 48], possibly including post-licensure studies. The evaluation of a level 2 SoP is specific to the type of predictive bridge, so that the meta-analytic unit as well as the target of the prediction must be appropriately chosen. For example, to predict vaccine efficacy against the predominant influenza strain in next year’s flu season, the appropriate meta-analytic unit would be the predominant circulating influenza strain across a set of years, and $N$ strain-specific assessments of immune responses and vaccine efficacies across $N$ annual flu seasons would be required. The observed relationship between the $N$ estimated vaccine efficacies and summary contrasts of
immune responses (vaccine versus placebo groups) could be used to predict vaccine efficacy for the new setting based on a sample of immune responses in that setting (e.g. HAI antibody titers to the influenza strain that is predicted to be predominant in the next flu season), and provide a way to estimate the error in the prediction.

The meta-analysis approach is data intensive and may not always be feasible. An indirect strategy for assessing a level 2 SoP requires a conceptual leap from an identified level 1 SoP to a level 2 SoP. Without a meta-analytic assessment, this leap can only be made based on indirect inferences and through incorporation of biological knowledge of mechanisms of vaccine protection. Moreover, predictions based on meta-analysis rely on the assumption that the vaccine effects on the immune response and the study endpoint for the new setting are sampled from the bivariate distribution of the vaccine effects for the N meta-analytic units, which is not fully verifiable. Therefore, even if large meta-analyses are conducted, the incorporation of biological information is critically important for quantifying the value of an immunological measurement as a level 2 SoP.

5. DISCUSSION

In this paper, a statistical companion to Qin et al. [8], we have described a framework for evaluating the utility of a biomarker measurement for predicting clinical treatment efficacy at three different levels, ordered by scientific importance and by the extent of data requirements for making the assessment. While this three-tier framework may be useful for randomized placebo-controlled Phase IIb/III trials in many disease areas, for illustration we have focused on the assessment of an immunological measurement as a surrogate endpoint for vaccine efficacy to prevent clinically significant infection. At the first tier, the assessment of a CoR is relatively straightforward and may be achievable with standard efficacy trial designs, although even at this level the assessment is challenged by potential measurement error of the putative CoR, time variations of the CoR, and the task of developing an efficient sampling design that optimally incorporates participant covariate information.

An inference in a trial that $VE > 0$ plus validation of an immunological CoR does not imply that the immune response has any value as a surrogate endpoint. An immune response with no capacity for predicting causal vaccine efficacy may be a CoR because it mirrors innate immunity or some other factor such as risk behavior. In addition, for trials that conclude VE is zero, an immunological CoR cannot be a surrogate endpoint unless certain vaccine effects on the immune response (e.g. low-level effects) predict enhanced disease risk if vaccination is received. If $VE = 0$ a level 1 SoP must satisfy $VE(s_1, s_0) < 0$ for some values of $(s_1, s_0)$ and $VE(s_1, s_0) > 0$ for other $(s_1, s_0)$.

At the second tier of an immune correlate, the evaluation of a level 1 SoP can be approached using methods for evaluating a surrogate endpoint based on a single large clinical trial. We have considered methods based on the statistical and principal surrogate frameworks and provided an example (the analysis of the 1942–1943 influenza vaccine trial) demonstrating that both frameworks can identify an excellent level 1 SoP. However, in general it is quite difficult to evaluate a level 1 SoP via either framework, with pros and cons for each. Incorporating baseline covariates, such as host genetics or on innate immunity, can potentially overcome the challenges. In fact, for both approaches we have noted that under strong assumptions about not missing any risk factors, the assessment of a CoR is equivalent to the assessment of a level 1 SoP. The strong assumptions are unverifiable, however, so that sensitivity analyses would be needed, that ideally account for
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the available biological knowledge of mechanisms of protection. In addition, we have summarized novel study designs and data collection that can be used to evaluate a level 1 SoP under lighter assumptions. These assumptions are not fully verifiable, however, suggesting the value of sensitivity analysis and the need for further research.

Lastly, evaluation of a level 2 SoP can be approached via meta-analyses of multiple efficacy or proof-of-concept trials and possibly post-licensure trials. These methods are limited by the difficulty in defining the class of studies that form an appropriate basis for predicting vaccine efficacy for a new setting and by imprecision in this prediction [48], again underscoring the importance of drawing upon biological knowledge for helping to justify building a predictive bridge from a level 1 SoP to a level 2 SoP. A follow-up efficacy trial for the new setting may be required to credibly support that the immunological measurement can reliably predict protection in that setting.
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